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NOTE TO READERS
by Angela Conrad, The Eagle’s Wing Adviser

The Eagle’s Wing staff made a tremendous error in judgment this week, and 
thanks to our readers we learned a tough lesson.

As adviser of The Eagle’s Wing, I want to apologize to anyone we 
unintentionally upset with the printing of a student’s answer to the Question 
of the Week in the Nov. 16, 2016 issue. This student’s answer was not 
intended to be serious or literal, and this student did not realize the impact 
his attempt at humor would have on our potential readers. Fortunately, this 
has been a good learning experience for our student journalists. They now 
recognize the tremendous impact their words have on people.

The Eagle’s Wing staff wants our readers to know that The Keota Eagle is not 
responsible for the makeup or editorial content expressed in The Eagle’s Wing. 
This is a student written newspaper and we believe it is a valuable learning 
tool for the students as they grow in their education.

We never meant to offend the wonderful people of this community, nor hurt 
the reputation of this newspaper. We realize the seriousness and importance 
of this matter; therefore, The Eagle’s Wing staff decided to forego the original 
page we had prepared for this week’s publication in order to issue this apology 
to our readers.

We believe we do a lot of positive work at The Eagle’s Wing by informing the 
community of all the great things our students and teachers do here at Keota 
Jr./Sr. High School. We believe we have a lot to be proud of, and I hope our 
future good work will show our resolve to promote a positive image for our 
community and our school. Once again, we sincerely apologize.


